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Introduction
We consider a model of water waves interacting with a monopile offshore wind turbine fixed to the seabed. We start from a variational principle to
describe the full coupled system in both space and time. The water waves are described by nonlinear potential flow with a dynamic free surface and
the monopile is represented by a linear elastic beam. A (dis)continuous Galerkin Finite Element Method (DCGFEM) is used, continuous in space and
discontinuous in time. A direct discretisation of the variational principle of the coupled system is investigated to yield a stable and compatible numerical
scheme. The linear system is derived and discretised first, based on the linearised Luke’s variational principle for water waves combined with linear
variational theory for the elastic beam. Then the coupled system is solved numerically using the Firedrake package to automate the FEM solution. The
nonlinear system is challenging to solve because the domain is moving. This is left as a future work.

Problem formulation
The linear problem is formulated with the fol-
lowing functional:
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with φ - flow velocity potential, η - free surface
deviation, X - structure displacement, P - con-
jugate momentum, nc - outward normal vector
to the structure boundary, and notions ejk =
1
2
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)
and Tjk = λeiiδjk + 2µejk for

the Hooke’s law. The fluid domain is denoted
with Ω and the structure one with Ω0. In the
linear approximation they are fixed. The free
surface is denoted with index s, while the com-
mon fluid-structure boundary with c. Varia-
tional principle δ

∫ T
0
Ldt = 0 yields equations

of motion.

Discretization scheme
The system is solved using Finite Element
Method. The mesh with test functions local-
ized in each node is introduced. Test functions
are space-dependent only. Time-dependence of
the solution is carried with the coefficients of
the discrete expansion of the numerical solution
(denoted with h):

φh(~x, t) = φi(t)ϕ̃i(~x)

φsh(x, y, t) = φα(t)ϕα(x, y)

ηh(x, y, t) = ηα(t)ϕα(x, y)

Xa
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P ah (~x, t) = P ak (t)X̃a
k (~x).

In the discretized case the interior φ dependence
can be removed and expressed in terms of its
value at the boundary (φs). These expressions
can be plugged directly into the variational prin-
ciple (1). After some manipulations the whole
system can be reduced to

L = PTMQ̇−H(P,Q), (2)

with Q = Q(η{α}, X
{a}
{i} ), P = P(φs{α}, P

{a}
{i} ).

M is the matrix dependent on the test func-
tions. Index i denotes the structure nodes, α -
free surface nodes and a ∈ {1, 2, 3} is the spatial
direction. The system’s hamiltonian structure
is visible. Therefore, general time discretization
schemes can be used to solve it e.g. Störmer-
Verlet.

Current results
As Firedrake accepts the weak formulation of the equations, the disretized form has to be inverted
back to the continuous one. The Störmer-Verlet scheme allows for partitioned approach i.e. the
structure and the fluid are solved separately one after another and the information from one domain
to the other is mapped in between. The scheme for uncoupled fluid (left) and beam (right) yields∫
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Modified midpoint scheme is
being worked on at the same
time which solves the whole
system in one time step, the
so-called monolithic approach.

The system setup is shown
on the right. The geometry
is simplified at the moment
to enable to catch the impor-
tant behaviour at the common
boundary. Energy of the solu-
tion for uncoupled water and
beam systems is sketched be-
low.

Figure 1: Initial geometry: water (left) and the beam (right)

Figure 2: Kinetic, potential and total energy of the water waves (left) and of the beam displacement (right).
Domains are uncoupled. Analytical solution is also sketched for comparison in the water case.

Conclusions
The proposed variational method is believed
to yield stable, structure-preserving schemes
for the fluid-structure interaction problem with
a free fluid surface. At the moment stable par-
titioned solvers for water and the beam have
been implemented. The proper time disretiza-
tion scheme for the full system is being worked
on. The natural next step is to extend the
method to the nonlinear regime, where the mov-
ing meshes will have to be introduced.
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